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Martin is joined by two guest writers
who have decided to have their own
say on things SAM and Spectrum
before the end draws near. But first,
the man himself takes the spotlight....

And now the end is near and as I

face the final curtain..etc, etc. Yes,
here it is, the ultimate soapbox. All
things have to come to an end sooner
or iater and as ZAT and Soapbox have
been running for just over six years,
this is probably later rather than
sooner. Confused7 I am!
As Darren will no doubt mention in
his Editorial, there are numerous
reasons why this issue turn out to be
the last issue of ZAT in its current
form. One factor that prompted this
fateful decision is that as I now work
as a freelance journalist seven days a
week I no longer have time to devote
to ZAT as I’d like to. For example I

started typing out this soapbox at
8.30 am and had to get it finished
before I had to go out to speak to
the local businessmen, and
Wellington’s Town Clerk, to find out
what juicy titbits needed to go into
tonight’s Shropshire Star, or if the
story is big enough, the regional daily
which pays more!
As this is my last Soapbox, lets go
out with a bang, shall we7 The
situation in the 8-bit world, if Sir
Clive Sinclair had spent a few extra
pounds on his Spectrum, would be
vastly different. It could have had a
real keyboard which would have made
all the difference. The same problem
existed with the Z88 and the QL.
Alan Sugar’s Amstrad also fouled the
works up somewhat. As I think I have
mentioned before Amstrad could have
developed the Spectrum into a proper
super 8-bit which could have been
compatible with the Amstrad CPC,
other Spectrum models and the new
kid on the block, the Coupe. Sadly
Amstrad never bothered and' as such
the Spectrum was doomed.
And what of the Coupe itself? As a
"serious machine" it won’t succeed.
This is very sad as it deserves a lot

more praise and support. Instead its
potential "greatness" has been
hampered bu a history of chronic poor
mis-management, and in the case of
its current owners, ill will towards
independent software houses and
hardware producers; an attitude which
is so unprofessional that it beggers
belief. But hey! Those of you who are
involved have yourselves to blame so
please don’t try an say nobody
warned you!
However, I have only admiration for
independents who, despite being
snubbed so churlishly, keep on
producing software, hardware and
fanzines for users of the Coupe. And
who treat said users in a
professional, caring way by those
that one would expect to have their
interests at heart. Are well. There is
none so untutored as them who
refuse to learn.,..

Although this is the end of ZAT
(Vol.lrj, it doesn’t mean that readers
will miss out on their much needed
dose of what’s occuring in the
SAM/Spectrum community. I hear that
most of our contributors are either
moving onto other fanzines, or are
considering helping with the tEBA. The
IEBA user club has taken on a healthy
membership of fellow users and
several services. If you haven’t joined,
then write for details today.
Likewise, if you’re a real devotee of
the SAM or Spectrum, perhaps you’ll
consider writing for the IEBA
Newsletter, or even for the proposed
ZAT 2? All the zines need as much
support as they can get in order to
continue in print. Better still, why
not consider publishing your own
fanzine? Maybe you can produce a
better zine than ZAT. Decent
publishing software is available for
the SAM (SC Word Pro) and Spectrum
(PCG DTP). They're easy to use,
require any standard dot matrix (or if
you can afford one, a bubble jet)
printer. Just gather a few fellow
users together, type up your articles,
get it photocopied and sell it for 60p
a copy. We did back in 1989 and look
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what happened! still have fun with your SAM or
And now for other items of interest. Spectrum. Take care and goodbye!
Did you listen to Radio 5’s live

Sunday lunchtime show. The Big Byte? Martin Scholes.
Its for all kinds of computer users
with interesting articles and worth Whilst writing my “Miner Willy"
listening to. A few weeks back they feature, it occured to me just how
have a live musical jam session on much the Spectrum has covered in the
the Internet with users of Midi last 12 years or so. Since ZAT first

equipment! I wonder if the SAM could appeared in 1989, the Spectrum has
get on line with Internet? Better seen its influence wane, but not
still, I wonder if any of these without putting up a fight. When
brilliant independents will come up Darren asked me to do a bit about my
with a Coupe on-line system? It could thoughts of the last six years, I

be called the SAI^ INTERFACING decided to cover both the highs and
NETWORK (SINET), or the COUPE USER lows of that period.
INTERFACING NETWORK (CUINET) or One of the lowest times for me
even the SAM COUPE INTERFACING personally was the folding of Enigma.
NETWORK (SCINT). You get the idea. Whilst not wishing to dwell, the
By the by, be careful with acronyms! passing of a magazine is always sad.

Some of them spell unfortunate rude especially when you have been
words. One obvious acroynm for the involved very closely with it. Darren
above had to be abandoned as it spelt has taken this decision with ZAT, and
out something totally unacceptable! it only proves that people can quickly
The new Caller Return service run by forget. By this I mean that I reckon
British Telecom began in early many people's first introduction to

December. But is isn't a perfect home computing was through Uncle
system. Even Ex Directory numbers Clive’s rubber keyed beast. Anyway, a
will be revealed to anyone, with good bright spot for 19S9 was the release
or bad intentions, when dialing 1471 of Activision’s superlative R-Type
unless you happen to dial 141 before conversion. The Spectrum showed that
the phone number in question. Having it could keep up with the big bous
to remember that and the extra "l" in and metaphorically "clout them with
the phone dialing codes is going to be the soggy end".
a real help, I don’t think! And to top As we entered the 1990’s, 16-bit was
it off unless you actually pick up the the phase of the new decade (wither
phone and answer it, the Caller the ST now?). However, the Spectrum
Return won’t work, as it won’t reveal still held its own. The +3 may have
who called your home phone number if been killed virtually at birth but at
you were out. And is it Cable or least there was still an 8-bit
Mercury compatible? No! computer about. The SAM Coupe
Considering all the above flaws, it’s a finally made an appearence and the
wonder why BT technicians bothered future of things Spectrummy looked
to design the system in the first fairly good. I looked forward to many
place. new releases, although few came.
And that, my friends, is that. What 1990 did turn out to be quite a

will I do now? Well, later on this vintage year for releases, though
morning (after another cup of coffee) Chase HQ, Midight Resistance, Rainbow
I’ll write up my articles for the Star. Islands and the brilliant Sim City all

Tomorrow I’ll be covering another showed the way. The rot started in

amateur play at the Bellfrey, and so 1991. Rubbish 'like Final Fight and
it goes. Its been a real privilage Outrun Europa appeared. It was at
writing for ZAT, and you. I’d like to this time that the software houses
thank all of you who have written in started to give up on the Spectrum,
and who took part in the Bubblesorts. Then again, if they were going to
I hope all the Soapboxes I’ve written release dross, how could they expect
have entertained, informed and maybe us to buy it. They even had the gall

even made you think about what goes to complain about the number of
on inside the SAM and Spectrum titles appearing on magazine
community. No matter what you do covertapes. At least these featured
after you’ve read this ZAT, I hope you decent titles, even if Gargoyle’s back
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catalogue seemed to be everywhere!
When 1992 appeared, the oriqinal BIG
software company. Ocean, announced
that they were no longer qoing to
release software for the S'pectrum.
As a sop to the suicidal masses,
their last release was the excellent
Adams Family. I wonder what happened
to Ivan Horn, Johnathan Smith, et al?
The biggie of 1992 to my mind was
Lemmings; a game you either loved or
hated. I started hating it, but grew to
love the little critters. Another
example of the Spectrum (and the
SAM) exceeding expectations, it is
sad to think that these machines have
been dumped for the pleasures of
Street Fighter 7, the OAP Edition.

I

despaired of ever seeing the
inventiveness of the early Ultimate
titles, and remembered with fondness
the features in Sinclair User about
Vicars and their Spectrums, and
someone who ran a power station
using a ZX 81. The greatest period of
8-bit computing was coming to an
end-
1993 onwards is really a tale of woe.
Problems over where and when the
SAM would be available in numbers,
as well as virtually no software being
released for any 8-bit machine, let
alone the Spectrum or SAM. As I sit
here typing away, ready to save this
onto a three and half inch disk, and
print it out on a decent dot-matrix
printer, it occurs to me that I should
be really using a state of the art PC,
with megabytes of RAM and the
ability to multitask. Then I think, why
bother? The Soectrum does all I need
it to and its damm sight cheeper. The
Spectrum I use is 8 years old and
except for a replacement Dlay button,
it is the same machine

I bought all
those years ago. Doesn’t really make
you want to go out and spend £200
on a console that will be replaced
next year, does it?

Jon Rose

By the time I bought my Spectrum
+2A and later "upgraded" to a Coupe,
both scenes were already in decline.
Unlike many of you, I missed out on
the "good old days" where Spectrum
software was "King of the Castle". I

can imagine what kind of a "buzz"
users got when they came home from
school, and quickly ate their dinner in

2.4 seconds to race upstairs to "my
room" to plau a few rounds of Exolorv
or study machine code...
But as the 80‘s gave way to the 90’s,
that same "buzz" became as tangiable
as England’s Cricket team winning the
Ashes. The big boys, as Jon referee
to in his piece, drove the first dozen
nails into the Spectrum’s coffin. And
the closure of MGT, SAMco and the
current "lack of support" on the part
of West Coast, will ensure that the
SAM Coupe will never be a success
story; a status that it deserved to
be.
But what worries me more is that
"professional" services are not the
only ones contributing to the rot.
Some users, like myself, who decided
to set-up fanzines, software
distribution outfits or PD libraries,
etc, are not content with just that.
Some, a minority, have also decided to
play at power politics and as a result
have ended up causing more damage
than their "professional" counterparts.
Take the Spectrum Public Domain
scene for example. European PD
coders have realised that by linking
across the Channel with U.K. coders
have ensured that a last bastion of
the scene has survived. And yet this
harmonious undertaking was blighted
by one U.K. PD group. They felt it
was their right to ”dictate'

r
(I think

that’s the best word to use) to other
coders or libraries, how the Spectrum
PD was organised. If a new PD coder
or library, based in Birmingham or
Germany, didn’t "comply", they ended
up receiving a barrage of unnecessary
letters; some of which contained
threats that would make professional
blackmailers blush with envy. To this
day I hear from the grapevine that
the PD group in question still
persists; dictating its views on who
should, and should not, be involved in
the Spectrum scene.
Its always been my belief that this is
a free country. People buy what they
choose to buy, from whom they
choose to buy. Likewise, if any ZAT
writer chooses to contribute to ZAT
and other zines, then that’s the way
the cookie crumbles. It isn’t up to me
to say to you! "Buy ZAT and nothing
else. If not, I’ll take you to court".
Or. "Don’t praise SAM 'PRIME in your
zine or I'll confiscate your printing
equipment". Yes, those were the kind
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ARCADE ALLEY
As you’ve gathered, this issue of ZAT
may be the last one. So as this could
be the last Arcade Alley, I would like
to thank all the people who have
helped whilst I have been in charge.
Special thanks to Darren, Steve Berry
(HUGE thanks for the Plus D drive!),
Phil Glover, St John Swainson and
John Turner. I would have liked to
finished off with a DriZ2y special but
as I’m feeling charitable, I've come up
with a few alternatives. First off,
some multiface pokes for a couple of
titles I looked at lately!

OUTRUN EUROPA (U.S. Gold)

As there may be some users
unfortunate to own this "Outrun
Ropey" title, this poke will give uou a
longer amount of time to find out
whether the game improves in the
later levels, (hint. it doesn’t!)

ANNO GAIA (Y.S. Covertape)

53252, 0 Infy lives
53039, lives (1 to 9, or the screen
corrupts)
53044. Ammo (1 to 9, or the screen
corrupts)
53054, Speed (1 to 9, or guess
what„.}
53277, 0: 53291, 0 Infy speed and
ammo

S.WXV. Storm
Readers may remember that I was
looking for an infinate lives poke for
this particular shoot-em-up. Thanks
to Steve Nutting’s Plus D Hacker, I’ve

now found it. Note that to use it on
a multiface 12B, you must press S
and then 1 to access the correct

49751, 0 Infy lives

To finish off fblubb!), I’ve decided
give you a complete solution to o
of ttie best arcade adventues ev

T devised. The tremendous HEAVY ON
d TTIE MAJIGK by Gargoyle
e Games, enjoy!

*
GET GRIMOIRE, E, N, N. N. E, E. E,

y "DOOR, SILENCE" N. S, W. ft, ft, #1, E,
), BLAST, BLAST. BLA$T. N, NE, PICK UP
d NOUGAT, SE, $. S. Sft, SE. BLAST.
0 BLAST, feLA$T, PltK Uf» SbROOL,
t TRANSFUSION, TRANSFUSION. Nft, NE,
P N, N, NW. SH/ S. W, W, BLAST. &LAST,
\ BLASsT. PICK lip CLASP, E. S. 1 E, E,
f E, PICK UP SCROOL, W. W. ft, k k t,

N. NE, SE. N, S, W, Sft. SE, EXAMfNE
TABlk PICK UP NUGGEf, DF^OP
NOUGAT. NW, NE, W, N, SW. SW, E,
SW. E. S, S. NW, "DQOft, W6lF“ N,

s NW. ft, (A, §, E, E. PICK UP GA^Llt.
n Pick UP BAG, W, ft, N, E, NE, SE, NE.
a SW, E. NE. E, S, S. PltK UP LEAF*, W,
t "DOOR. LUNAfcY’', DROP CLASP, PICK
e UP KEV, SW, W, SW, S. NW, EXAMINE
TABLE, DROP KtY, N. ft. EXAMINE
TABLE, DROP BAG. N, Sft. SE, SW. E,
EXAMINE CHEST, ft, NE, ft, N, N. PldK
UP KEY, E. S. E. S. SE. N. N, NE. E,
NE, S, t N, k ft, SW, W, NE, nW, SW.
NW, W, f^ICK UP kEY, E. SE. NW. SE,

e SW, E. NE, E. S. S, ft, k SW, ft. SW.
s. s, Me, exAmIne tabl! drop key,
SW, NW, N, W, RIGHT. PICK UP BAG. t
S. SE, NE, DRi)P NUGGET, DROP

1 GARLIC, N SE. E, RIGHT, bROP BAG, W,
NW. S, SW, PICK UP SLAT, NE, N $E.

i E, N, SE. S, S, W, W^ W, LEFT, DROP
KEY, N, N. SW, W, ”6001). ELEVEN”, N,

s FINltO!

1 DEMONIC DESCRIPTIONS. ASTAROT - A
sort of A-Z of Colloden Pile. Summon
him to transport you to the place you
name. Be warned that the talisman
ejets left behind when you move in

r BELEZEBAR - Lets you know the true
5 nature of an object. A bit like an AA
i inspection of a used car!

)
MAGOT - Tells you the whereabouts

5 of any named object, but not how to
t get it. Not fair!
. ASMODEE - A really stroppy sod at
3 the best of times. Prince of darkness,
best left alone unless you really need

And that’s your lot. So long and ta
3 for all the swimming amphibian
5 foodstuffs! (C) 1994/5 ZAT and Jon
' Rose. 1
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Sanihain. 1994 C.E.
Also known as the first day of November.

Samhain was one of the four major Celtic

festivals', the others are Oimelc (February).

Beltaine (May), and Lugnasad (August). Who
said that this column wasn't educational?

To continue in the same vein, here are some tips

for Celtic Carnage, the fourth adventure by The

Traveller in Black concerning the character

called Phoenix.

Talk to the King and everyone in the fortress.

Don't leave without the steak and the salt. Listen

and hide in the forest. Kiss the hag and answer

her riddle. Play the harp at the fairy mound. Hit

the idol with thehurley slick,then use itto hit the

ball at Tuathal. Throw Tuathal's sword at Fothad

Nechtan. Say "Danaan" to enter the fissure. Pull

the curtain open to kill Alhme. Throw water

before opening the cage. Throw the salt to kill

Gore, then squeeze his brains when wearing the

gauntlet. Youneedthe spearand Gore's brain ball

forthe final battle.

While we are on the subject of Phoenix, has

anyone got anv tips for Violator of Voodoo or

Aztec Assault? Also. I am still stuck in Phoenix,

being unable to kill the Abomination.

Now. what else have 1 got for you? How about

some more tips for Jack LockerbVs The Dark

Tower?

Take the spectacles to the rose bush. Search the

vegetation to find a spade. Use it to exhume the

dead ore, then search him. Pointing the ring will

kill at leasttwo ofthe ores. Pull the levertwiceto

trap the dogs. Poison the meat then give it to the

dogs. Climb onto the table to get the horn, then

fit it onto the horse. Turn the ring three times to

avoid the archers. Wear the gauntlets before

turning the dome. Drop a rose to get past die

ladybird.

Finally, some tips for The Big Sleaze, written by

Fergus MacNeiL

Use the dynamite to open the safe. Examine the

desk to find a li^it. It needs batteries. Lode the

door of your office. Touch the wires together to

DAVID HAIRE
start the car. Don't forget to examine the car

before getting into it- Examine the wall in the

men's room at Joe's. Examine the sofa then find

Ben. Usethe crowbar to open the grille. Whisper

in the library. Don't go to Central Patk at night.

As well as providing hints and tips. I also have

die solutions to the following games:

Aftershock. Alien Research Csitre. Arrow of

Death. Behind Closed Doors. Behind Closed

Doors 2, Behind Closed Doors 3, The Blood of

Bogmole. Bog of Brit, Buckaroo Banzai, Castle

Adventure. Castle Eerie, Colditz. Corya: The

Warrior Sage (Part 1), Days of Sorcery, Desert

Island, Don't Panic. The Ellisnorc Diamond,

Energem Enigma, Escape, The Final Mission,

Five on a Treasure Island, Hampstead. Hit, Indus

Valley, The Jade Stone, Kobayashi Naru, The

Legend ofApache Gold. The Lost City. The Lost

Tomb of Ananka. Peneless, Pharaoh's Tomb.

The Pyramid. Retarded Creatures and Caverns,

The Secret of Little Hodcombe. The Secret of St

Bride's. Shadows of the Past, The Shrewsbury

Key. Sinbad and the Golden Ship, The Sorcerer

ofClaymorgue Castle. Starwreck. The Temple of

Vran. Tsi Little Indians. Theme Park USA, Toot

N Come In. Winter Wonderland, Wizard of

To obtain one ofthese solutions, please send an

SAE and a second class stamp to cover printing

costs to the address given below.

That's about it forthis issue. The address to write

David Haire

50 Chadswell Heights

Lichfield

Staffordshire

WSI3 6BH
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play zone
BY John Turner, ST. John Swainson&Compatriots

Recently a whole saucepan load of
original Spectrum games have arrived
on the scene. So in this final
Playzone, the ZAT crew take a look at
what’s on offer...

SLOOP
By Johnathan Canidwell
Grafix Wizards £Z99
Review: DB

We'll begin with Mr Cauldwell whose
latest offering is a sequel to his Jet
Set Willy clone, Haunted House. The
game again features Izzu, who this
time has wandered into an old
warehouse on the edge of towm. To
his horror, this old derelict property
isn’t abandoned as it might suggest
from the outside. For within an army
of mutants have taken up residence
plotting to wipe out the townsfolk!
Izzy accidently finds out that his
favourite brand of bubblegum is a
powerful weapon against the mutant
horde-, upon contact, they inflate and
rise into the warehouse rafters thus
rendering them non compos hostilis.
Like all of Johnathan’s previous games,
Sloop features well rendered graphics
and sound effects. Controlling "izzy by
joystick can be a pain at first, but
once mastered you’ll soon be rewarded
by a first class platformer which
shows off what Spectrum programmers
are fully capable of.
If you’re interested, Haunted House is
still available as part of the BUMPER
BOGIE PACK which features 9 other
games. Price £2.99. A review appeared
in ZAT 26. For details write toi J.
CAULDWELL. 5 HELMSLEY DRIVE,
EASTWOOD, NOTTS, NS16 3RS

him asking if he ever did any ocher
games and he sent in Grand Prix
Championship which was never
published making it a very rare game
Indeed.
The major flaw with GPC is complete
lack of originality; it is identical to
the stock car games. The only
significant differences are the
graphics and music which are very
poor and the conputer controlled cars
which are far better handled than
those in SC2. So if you already have
either stock car games, and liked
them, then this will provide you with
extra circuits and different computer
opponents, but nothing more.
I couldn’t help but wonder just how
many other unreleased Spectrum games
are gathering dust, hidden away
possibily forever. GPC may not be
brilliant, but it is part of Spectrum
game history and therefore other such
unreleased games should be given a
chance to have their moment in the
light of day. Perhaps if you have a
lost game (or know someone who does)
maybe you should consider releasing it,
or better still send it in to one of
the other existing Spectrum fanzines
or clubs and give it its long overdue
moment of glory. To obtain a copy of
GPC (which was still available when
this review was written), write toi
ALAN CRESSWELL. IB WEST STREET,
SEDDW6T0N, NORThANTS. NN14 1BD

GRAND PRIX
CHAMPIONSHIP
By Alan Cresswall
RevtewlSJS

Alan Cresswall is one of a number of
programmers selling his own cheep
second hand Spectrum games. He is
the author of 3D Stock Cars 1 and 2,
both of which are superb. ! wrote to

TANGO
AND MAGIC DICE
By Sintech
Review: DB

These two 4Bk games come from
Proxmia, a software house based in
the Czech Republic which recently
folded. But the good news is that
Sintech, part of the Spectrum User
Club Germany, managed to save Tango
and other Proximia titles from
oblivion. As such users over here have
a chance to find out what Eastern
European Spectrum programmers are
capable of creating.
Tango can be loosely described as an
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adventure puzzle game. The object of
the game is simple: guide a ball
through a series or levels avoiding set
obstacles. But in order to pass though
certain levels you need to pick up
specific objects such as dynamite to
blast though rock, an axe to chop
down trees or a pail of water to
douse fire. Levels which are full of
ice can be negotiated without you
having to pick up any specific object.
There are over BO levels and you have
a set time in order to pass though a
specific number of levels. And like all

good games of this type you only have
four lives in order to reach home.
Along the way you receive a number of
passwords. Write them down so that if

you lose all your lives you can type in
any password ensuring you don’t have
to start at the beginning all over

klagic Dice is yet another variant on
the Tetris theme. Instead of coloured
blocks to match up, you have falling
dice. Each die has one face side
showing towards you, the player, each
with a different figure one to six. All
you have to do is make each die drop
into one of six columns at the bottom
of the screen. If you manage to make
a pile of dice with consequetive
numbers (2,3,4, etc) or have three
dice with the same value in any row
then they will disappear and you score
a point. You need to score as many
rows of dice as possible to move to
the next level.

Both games feature simple, effective
graphics which suit the nature of the
games presented. Although both games
feature the original Czech text,
Sintech have translated the
instructions and on-screen prompts
into broken English, thus ensuring that
you don’t need a Czech dictionary to
know that Klevesy means keyboard and
that "A ted se mu2ete zapsat do
tabulky" is Czech for " And now you
can write your name into the table"
(with what? A Stanley knife?). Both
games are keyboard controlled only
though uou can define keys (that’s
zmena klaves. 1 bet you didn’t think
that you’d end up learning a foreign
language when you read this issue).
Both games are well presented, come
in an attractive cassette box (which
you can keep) and are well worth
looking at. To obtain a copy, write to
Sintech care of Thomas Eberle. The
address is SOC. GASTACKERSTB, 23,

l

70794 FILDERSTADT, GER*ANV. To

ITS A GOAL
By Brendan O'Brian
£450 (Cassette or 35” disk)
Review: JR

Being a Portsmouth supporter, I have
been used to the ups and downs of

football. I have also had experience of
some of the tat disguised as home
grown software. It was, then, with a

Kdiced eye that I loaded up It’s A
from Brendan O’Brian.

With just a cassette and printed
instructions in the package - there is

also a +D version - things didn’t look

too promising. However, once I loaded
the game up, I was very impressed
indeed. For the purposes of the review
I played the 128k version but the 48k
version is nearly the same, minus some
graphical details, and the sound of

course. The game consists of two main
titles, League and World Cup. These
are both games where you can choose
to play with one player, two players,
or you can watch the computer play
with itself (?) on a demo game. The
gameplay is very much like the
Matcnday titles without the "ball

sticks to your feet" syndrome. This
makes a more challenging game. The
ball may not always do as you wish,
which can be frustrating at first.



either play defensively and move to which

stats of any team in the league radars and globes containing aliens
program. These are easy to use, and cannot be destroyed with grenades,
the facility to save alterations to Launching a grenade is spectacular. It
tape has been included. You can also moves in a smooth arc with "fire"
save and load games during a League trailing behind it and produces a huae
season. This is one feature that is and satisying explosion upon contact
vital on a game of this type, and one with its target.
that ruined CDS’s Euro Super League The grenades are but one example of
by not being present. Well done the superb graphics on show. There is
Brendan. no scrolling so colour fills the screen
To sum up, this is quite honestly, one with no noticable colour clash,
of the best football action games l Everything is nicely detailed and anu
have played, i would recommend it to movement is animated very smoothlu.
anyone with a passing interest in the The attention to detail isgame of Soccer (USA 94), even more demonstrated with the transporters
sobecause it was a solo effort, and which enable you to teleport from one
home produced to boot. part ofthe screen to another. Instead
it s « Goal is available from the author of simply disappearing and reappearing,

§W*\ ^gffiM
ddr=

ll SIS ss. ct°.

ut
'

the" ?sde ,n """

N0HTHEmN The Sophies are some of the best
IRELAND, BT4u 2AT. (Cheques payable ever seen on the Spectrum but
to Brendan 0 Brian). graphics don’t make a game. Luckily,
. .

. .. . . .
the gameplay is just as good. Pixel

And now back to a clasic game from perfect control must often be
yesteryear... combined with cunning strategies in

FvnmM UamoArk
order, to get past the barrage of

^^n°FTVY§
eW^^ attacks. Different aliens and movement

patterns appearon each level creatingReview: ckJS a need to see just a few screens
. , .

more. Each time you play is different
For the last Playzone,

I thought I’d and challenging. ^There are different
review my personal favourite game of routes to be taken across some
all time. Exolon, released in 1987 to screens with bravery bonuses for
rave reviews and chart topping status taking the more difficult ones. Also
soon after, has two strange things just because you complete a screen
about iti it was never re-released and once doesn’t mean its always easy to

15 ,25,
eyen appear Your Sinclair’s do so again. There are several screens

* p
w-*.

charts
-

,

in level one that killed Vitorc despite
As ^torc

. you must blast away years of practice. You may have nine
through 125 screens full of guns, lives, but you will need every one
aliens, mines, and such like whose sole three times over.
purpose in life is to kill anyone who Quite how no multi-load was requited
dares to approach them. Vitorc makes I’ll never know but Hewson never did
his way to the right side of the annoy us with multi-loads. In fact
screen to enter the next screen level, there’s nothing annoying about Exolon!
Yep, Ive got this game ten times Colision detection is spot on so uou
already, you may think. Don’t! The never die unfairly. If Vitorc dies the
execution of this simple and often game goes back to the start of the
atempted idea is almost impeccable screen. The only slight problem with
and fits more into 48k than most Exolon is that it can be slow at times
Spectrum games managed with 128k. when the screen is packed with detail.
A blaster and some grenades are the But apart from that, Exolon is the
two weapons at your disposal, both of Spectrum at its best.
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PUBLICA D0MIIMIUS3
Darren Blackburn

heard of PAW, the Professional
Writing System, source of many a

?
reat Spectrum adventure game. Before
he launch of PAW, if any would-be
adventure author wanted to produce a

top-notch game the only realistic way
to achieve such a dream was by writing

it in Machine Code. All very well but
this was often time consuming and
tedious; especially if you weren’t lucky
enough to comprehend the mechanics of

MC routines!
But then Gilsoft came along with PAW,
and life was made much easier. In fact
the hobby of adventure writing turned
out to be so popular that PAW was
joined by rival packages GAC (Graphic
Adventure Creator) and The Quill on
the Spectrum, and later SAM
adventurers were quickly rewarded by
the arrival of the SAM Adventure
System. However, PAW is still

considered the best adventure creator
to use. But since its release in 1986,
PAW hasn’t evolved a great deal and
SAM adventure players have constantly
moaned over the lack of a decent PAW
system. But that is about to change.

Programmer Martinj Groen has done the
inprobable and produced SAM PAW
(A17C); an "unofficial upgrade" to PAW
version A17C. It must be stressed that

edit most Spectrum PAW games on
SAM, be they 48k, 128k or Plus +D.
You’ll also be able to re-load PAW
A17C databases, including ZX and
SC-Specclone. The ZX option is the

"way forward" for PAW A17D (Plus D
version) users to covert their
databases to A17C format. By the way,
it must be pointed out that games
written with PAW A17D aren’t
compatible with SAM PAW. There’s a 2

you’re breaking copywrite law!
If you own Gilsoft’s PAW A17C package
and want to upgrade, you’ll need to
have a SAM with 512k memory with
SAMDOS. When you receive SAM PAW,
you have a sheet of easy to understand
instructions written by Dave Whitmore
(SAM Adventure Club). Full operational
instructions are also included on the
disk in a file called PAW INFO.
Once all the fiddling with copying disks
from tape, and re-booting this an that
is done, you’ll be able to covert and

drive then I’m afraid you’ll have to be
content with frantic disk swapping
unless you own MasterDOS and use
RAMdisk.
Being a SAM utility, when you finish

using any of SAM PAW’s features,
you’re returned to SAM BASIC, not
Spectrum BASIC via a modified EXTERN
command. For the technically minded;
PAW programmers note that you can
use line 510 onwards; the defaults
parameter being 500+ An EXTERN
command when used should end with
GOTO 400. You can use all free
memory below RAMTOP for extern
commands.
Using SAM PAW to create adventures
means you’re able to incorporate other
SAM utilities, such as music written on
E-Tracker. Any games created can be

freely distributed if written using SAM
PAW. All tape routines are patched for

DOS.
With the release of this brilliant

conversion by Martinj Groen, unofficial
though it is, perhaps interest in SAM
adventuring will go from strength to
strength. SAM PAW is available
exclusively from SAM PD, 18 MILL
LANE. GLENBURN RO^D, OLD
SKELfoERSDALE, LANCS.

ATARI ST and AMIGA Modem users can
log on DESPERATE
DALMATION BBS, on UK
01744—614150 (Friday to Sunday
from 10.00pm to Midnight) and
download the software with full

instructions on how to transfer it to
SAM. This is an experimental service
which maybe extened to other SAM PD
products, pending how successful it is.
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% owner of report of an annual event called
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above 16 SAMCON 94, and some lovely artwork T
^AW Pn » H^ *h9 n°t 9iye which would make you realise^ow good8 rin®' But check the Pbone Steven Pick’s drawing abilities really
races

- are! "
,<

u*.,,.. _ . . _ Best of Kaspa isn’t a brilliant PDNext on the agenda is a Coupe PD compilation but then again it doesn’t

^eaSe^r at
r,

h?llSo
rrSP bewl9 have t0 be. All »t Proves is that overindependent Czech Republic. The Kaspa in Eastern Europe, there are fellow

Club is the largest SAM Coupe club in SAM users doing their utmost to keepthe country. In fact, come to think of the scene alive. And in the end, that’s
it, it is the only Coupe club in the what really counts. BOK is alsoCzech Republic, boasting a membership available from SAM PD.
of around 300. The Best of the Kaspa i|

Clnb features highlights from issue’s 1 There's just enough space to have a
to 5 of their SAM diskzine. quick trip around the PD scans to seeBEARM1X is a fruit machine simulator, what’s cooking. ZODIAC PD has a few
You have 20 koruna to try and achieve new Items Including e prequel to
that winning line. CEBI is one of two QREWARZ 2 and a chaap alternative to
logic games. Basically you have to SAM PAINTt SAM ART by Nigel French,
create a row of corresponding colours Nigel has also supplied a budqet version
in the least number of moves. Equally or Driver called WORKDESK.for those
woY1

,? SP the httl
,

e 9rey cells is who want to experience the delights ofM8cM s- If you re familiar with the likes WIMP. PSS have also denoted some
of Go!, Dragon Tiles or Shanghi, then utilities and games Including the classic
this game will be an absolute doddle. Towers Of Hanoi.
TJ}ough why M&M’s? Are Czechs For Spectrumers there’s LITTLE DEMO
addicted to these candy sweets which from PRISM PD. a collection of four
are, according to the advert, best tunes from Polish musicians Hacking
eaten on a rollercoaster on a hot, Office and Crackhawk. INFAMY 12B (oh.Summer s day as they won’t melt in Infamy. Infamy, they've alt got It In for
your hands, or anywhere else for that me) Is another musical Treat from

Poland. Both demos have good graphicsCYBER MOUSE gives you the opportunity but text is is Polish which does Snake
to guide a mouse through a twisting things a tad disappointing as It hasn'tmaze which you create through the law been translated.
of infancies. And no, I’m not about to An unusual offering Is THE BLOOD JACK-
explain what the law of infancies is, so a graphical demo which owes a lot to
there. METEORS on the other hand is a Spaghetti Westerns like A Fist Full of

TV clone of Asteroids, Dollars. Wall animated, the only thing
while SPHERES is an even simpler that's wrong with this demo Is the!
version of Frogger, with balls instead It's too short! Last is THE LYRA

best game on the pack is another PD concert of four tunes
SITTING DUCK; a shoot-em-up which is accompanied by a smashing graphic of
so diabolically bad you have to play it Rohocap getting his just deserts. It's
to experience it in all its crappu gloru. better than Nuke (whoever Nuke is).
Forget Lawnmower Simulator's 1 to 5,
this is the business. It took me 2 To dost, a collactlon of utilities from
minutes to complete all 5 levels and PRISM'S vaults. SAM users have
the final caption where your hero. Bob, Recover-E, Spectrum users though win
having despatched the villain called Jim need RECOVEB+D to give the kiss ofm, flies off in his brand new life to those corrupted disks. And
helicopter for a life of luxuary in having done that life-saving operation,
California is a hoot! All the games why not make a copy of RED ALERT 1

feature very straight-forward graphics, an early warning security system which
Music though is absolutely fab, veru Is guarnateed to scare the Z&*£less
well composed and deserves a round of out of any little monsters who tamper
applause. In fact BOK features 3 demos with your beloved black-box. To end
which have some lovely tracks, have a bit of fun with INVERTER which
presumely written on E-Tracker. will cause alt typed character on
There are a few other delights, such screen te appear upside down. Not for
as CHEMIST SAM, where uou’ll learn all those who suffer from stiff necks
the known elements of the universe; a That's your lot; I'm outta hart!
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Quite often 2AT has received letters from new SAM users who want to know
what is considered the "creme de la creme” in the SAM Coupe scene. So for
you, here’s the ZAT TOP 20. If older users disagree with our choices, do write
in. in no particular order of preferencei

2
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MASTERBASIC/MASTERDOS BETASOFT+ Got used to Spectrum
BASIC? Well now you’ll have to "master” either of the above. There’s
not much difference between them but Masterbasic is considered easier
to use. Both though are essential items for any SAM user’s library.

GAMESMASTER BETASOFT+ Do you see yourself as the next
Chris White? If so, Gamesmaster will allow you to create your own
arcade games, from creating sprites to making them move in GM's
unique Control Language. Several of SAM’s top selling games were
created using this versitile utility. If you liked FRED’s Witching Hour or
Orcwarz, then you’ll love Gamesmaster. Patrick Moore clones need not
apply.

SAM ADVENTURE SYSTEM+ Colin Jordan Alternately if you’re
into hobbits, goblins, curses and being lost in infinitely looping mazes,
then you’ll love SAS.

SOUND MACHINE-*- ESI Can you compose a better "sing-a-long" than
the dreaded Chicken Song? If so, SOUND MACHINE will provide that very
opportunity. Not for the tone death. Only available from Phoenix
Software Systems.

SPECMAKER BETASOFT Are you already suffering from Spectrum
withdrawal syndrome? Do you miss those chunky sprites, loading
patterns and that familiar BEEP! If so help is at hand with Specmaker,
which for a few pounds turns your SAM into a Spectrum, sans black
casing and wobbly rubber keys. So if you're prepared to play your
favourite games at twice their normal speed, then Specmaker is for
you!

B00TY+ PHOENIX/JUPITER SOFTWARE Playing original
Spectrum games is all very well but surely you want to play original
SAM games too? Oh, you’re one of those difficult to please chappies
eh? Well, why not play a SAM/Spectrum conversion such as Booty,
which features the original Spectrum game too. And after you’ve played
pirates

SAM MANIC MINER-*- REVELATION (SAMco) ..uou could have a
go at a new pastime, such as pot-holing with some bloke called Willy
who loves JCB wellies and likes sticking his head down loos. Oh, you
don’t like the sound of that. Well, why not try a SAM classic...

ESCAPE FROM THE PLANET OF THE ROBOT MONSTERS-*- ENIGMA
VARIATIONS Such as this one, even though it takes you some
time to say its title, especially backwards! Oh, you enjoy shoot-em
up’s. Well if you enjoy this game..

AMALTHEA+ JUPITER SOFTWARE/PHOENIX ..Then you’ll
bound to enjoy this one when it comes out in April, 1995. Oh, you
can’t wait that long. Well tough!
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0UTWT1ITE 2 RELION SOFTWARE is your handwriting as
unintelligible as a MD’s signature on a prescription note"? If so, why
not use a decent Word Processor like Outwrite 2? it will produce any
kind of document you need and print from any standard dot matrix
printer. So say goodbye to those days when no one can appreciate your
words of wisdom, even .though your spelling is atrocious!

SAM PD WARE Want to save your pennies? If so take a gander at
Public Domain ware. The SAM PD scene has hundreds of PD titles
available ranging from game packs, utilities, demos, word
processors..and much, much more. To make life easy, the main SAM PD
supplier happens to be called SAM PD! But SAM fanzines Zodiac, Prism
Power, Fred 8nd SAM Prime also have their own PD libraries.

z
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RECOVER-E+ ENTROPY/PHOENIX SOFTWARE The worse
thing a disk user can experience is when a disc decides to throw a
wobbly and wipes out your scanned pictures of Garfield. But help is at
hand with this nifty product which will magically salvage data from the
most corrupted of discs. A must buy.

SAM FANZINES There are other SAM zines besides ZAT you know! So
why not check out the competition. SAM PRIME, ZODIAC, FRED,
SAM2SAM, PRISM POWER, FISH and CRASHED will appreciate your
pennies as much as we do.

SC WORD PRO STEVE’S SOFTWARE Have you ever had the
notion of becomrmng a Fanzine producer? Do you have what it takes to
create a zine which would surpass the likes of ZAT? If you have such
asperations, then use the only 100Z SAM combined Word Processor and
Desk Top Publisher. Presently you need to own a state-of-the-art
Bubble Jet printer such as a Canon BJ 10SX, to use this utility, but a
9 pin DMP version is in the works.

EXODUS APEX+ Do you get your jollies by blowing up defenceless
sprites in cold blood? Does it matter if those sprites resemble cute,
furry animals? If so, buy Exodus, and don’t come crying to us if the
Aminal Rights Campainists knock on your door.

DAYS OF SORCERY+ Nigel Kettlewell One of the first games
written on SASj Days of Sorcery has been hailed a classic SAM
adventure.

LEGEND OF ESHAN REVELATION/FORMAT A surprise release,
this colourful role-playing game has all the halmarks of the classic
Lords of Midnight. Worth looking at.

PRINCE OF PERSIA REVELATION/DOMARK The only SAM game
released by a comercial software house before they all decided to
abandon the 8-bit dingy for the 16-bit liner. A brilliant conversion by
Chris Write. Available from Format.

SAM SHOWS Now that you’ve become a member of the proud, the few,
that noble creed known as the SAM user, make your transformation
complete by attending the SAM and Spectrum User Show held in
Gloucester every 6 months. The more souls crammed into that old
village hall, the better. Perhaps then we’ll feel even more cosy ever
since the central heating packed up.

Titles marked with a + are available from PHOENIX SOFTWARE
SYSTEMS/SAM PRIME, c/o 19 Lyme Avenue, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK11
7RS. LOE, POP, Speemaker and details on the SAM and Spectrum User
Show are available from Format, 34 Borton Road, Gloucester, GL4 OLE. 1
SC Word Pro V.1.01 comes from Steve’s Software, 7 Narrow Close Z
Histon Cambs, CB4 4XX. Contact FRED at 40 Roundy Hill, Monfieth! 5
Dundee, DDJ 5RZ for SAM Paint. SAM PD address is 18 Mill Lane,
Glenburn Road, Old Skelmersdale, Lancs, WN6 8RH. BETASOFT contact
Andy Wright, 24 Wyche Ave, King’s Heath, B’ham, B14 6LQ
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Sound on the SAM Coupe By David Gommeren.

The SAM has Afferent ways to produce sounds. One of them is the instruction RFFP as if was
known on the ZX Spectrum. This BASIC command works by switching the loudspeaker ON or OFF
and by doing so, producing a tone of a certain frequency. This method has many disadvantages
and just a few advantages. One plus is that making sound is fdriy simple and the hardware is very
easy and cheep to biild. The negative side is that the processor itself is being used to produce a
sound. This means that, wide makkig some nice music, the computer can do nothing else (and doing
something else, especially in games, is very important). And it is, in pmdple. not possible to change
the volume of the sound and just one tone (or note) can be played at one time. By using some
clever software, ft's feasible to expand the range of possibles. This brings to mind some excellent
music from games 8<e Vectron, Ping Pong.. A simple demonstration of how the BEEP command
makes a noise on SAM is by typtig « the following program (which runs on any Spectrum too):

10 OUT 254,0: PAUSE t OUT 254,24: GO TO 10

This program switches the loudspeaker On and OFF and by using the PAUSE 1 command the
frequency matches exactly 50Hz. A better way to produce some nifty sounds on SAM is to use the
SOUND command This command mokes use of the buSt-in Phiips SAA1009 Sound Chip. The
sounds that can be produced with this chip are far more complex than those mode with the BEEP
command. Unfortunately, the control is equaSy complex and the SAM manual doesn't contain any
information on how to tackle this task. Some of the SAA1099's features include:

6 independent stereo generators (every "generator' is able to produce its own sound). 8 octaves
for each generator. The choice for each generator, to choose noise, tone, both or neither. Separate
volume settings for left and right, for each generator. PossibSty of modulating generators (this
feature can be used to increase/decrease the volume of a certain frequency, or to generate certain
effects). Synchronizing generators.

These 6 generators are divided into 2 groups. GROUP 1 contains generators 0, 1 aid 2. GROUP 2
contains generators 3, 4, and 5. To get some action out of the SAA1009 you have to know how it

has been built. The SAA1009 contains 32 so-called write-only registers (although not all of these are
used). Imagine these registers as variables which are embedded into the chip. Each register cm be
loaded with a 8-bit value (but it isn't possible to read them!) which tells the chip what to do. For
example, there are registers to handle the volume of a specific generator, to control frequency or
to disable all the generators. Remember, that since you can't read the values of the registers
cfirectly from the sound-chip, ifs good practice that a program (should it need so) keeps track of the

°f.^® r
.

e9js,efs - Hex°decrnal numbers are prefixed with a &. Binary numbers with the word
BIN. it nothing is stated, consider the numbers to be decimal. What follows now is a fist of aH the
registers and their use (some registers are not used by the SAA1009 and therefore are not fisted).

VOLUME REGISTER: Because we're dealing with a stereo chip, every register contains in its 4
highest bits the volume for the right channel. This totals 16 different volume levels for each
generator. VOLUME 0 means no sound is produced. 1 is very soft and 15 means very loud

I

REGISTER &0& Volume for Generator 0
REGISTER &0t Volume for Generator 1

REGISTER &02: Volume for Generator 2
REGISTER &03: Volume for Generator 3
REGISTER &04: Volume for Generator 4
REGISTER &05: Volume for Generator 5

!



FREQUENCY REGISTERS

&08 Frequency for Gen 0 &09 Frequency for Gen 1

&0A Frequency for Gen 2 SOB Frequency for Gen 3
&0C Frequency for Gen 4 &0D Frequency for Gen 5

These above registers control the frequency of a channel within an octave (see also octave
registers). The below table gives the values for each note. Values between those stated wffl give

to portamento, etc)

octaves/s in-which the
note/s from the frequency registers should be played. The octave registers are cSvided into 2
groups oi 3 bits giving each generator a range of 8 octaves. Two values are combined in one
register, which in turn is used by two generators.

610 Bit 0-2 is the octave for GEN 0; Bit 4-6 for GEN t

611 Bit 0-2 is the octove for GEN 2; Bit 4-6 for GEN 3
612 Bit 0-2 is the octave for GEN 4; Bit 4-6 for GEN 5

MX REGISTERS These registers tell which generator shodd produce a noise or o tone (or both, or
neither). The bits correspomd to its generator aid a set bit (1) means the function is octive.

&14 Tone Mix Register &15 Noise Mix Register

NOISE GENERATOR REGISTER This register defines the 'frequency" of the noise, when a
generator is supposed to produce it. This frequency can be set for a group (not for individual

generators). Furthermore, there ore 4 possible settings for the 'noise frequency". This means that

for one setting, 2 bits are used

Possibility: 0:3125 Khz 1 15.60 Khz 2. 7S0 Khz 3: 61 Khz to 15.60 Khz

If lumber three is used, the generators 0 and 3 (for group 1 and group 2 respectfuiy) set the
frequency of the noise. In other words, by using number 3, the frequency of generator 0 is the noise
frequency for group 1 and the frequency of generator 3 is the noise frequency of group 2.

&16 Bit 0-1 sets the 'noise frequency" for Group 1 Bit 4-5 set for Group 2.

ENVELOPE REGISTERS These registers set the envelope (modulation). These win be explained in

a future article.

&18 Envelope Reg for Groip 1 &19 Envelope Reg for Group 2

STATUS REGISTER This register tells if synchronization is ON or OFF and if sound output is

enabled or not.

n
a:

i—
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&1C Bit 0 should be made 1 to enable sound output. Bit 1 restarts ail generators when made 1,

resulting h synch.

ACCESSING THE SOUND CHff3 To fffl a register with a given value you have to, as mentioned

before, use SOUND. The command expects two parameters. The first is the register number and
the second the value you want to put into it. To set, os on example, register &1C to the value 1

(enable sound output), use:

SOUfffi &1C,1

To achieve this from machine code, you would use the foliowing

LD A, register

LD BC,511 The port number for selecting a register

OUT (C),A Selects the register

LD A, value

LD BC,255 The port number for writing data to the selected register

OUT (C),A Writes value to the register

Since the sound-cfsp remembers which register was last written to, ifs not necessary to re-output

the register number before writing a new vaiue to that same register. The above SOUND instruction

could be replaced with the foSowiig: OUT 5TI, register. OUT 255, value (which in itself is an exact
BASIC equivalent of the assembler program). Lets try to make a simple tone. For example the 4C
note (4 is the octave number) on the left charnel with the volume at its peak. To achieve this,

follow the next 5 steps:

1) Switch the SAA1009 ON (set bit 1 of register &1C high). 2) Set volume level (put the value &0F
into register &00). 3) Set the right octave (put value &04 into register &10). 4) Decide the frequency

(send vdue 33 to register &08). 5) Switch to tone for the right generator (set bit 0 of register &14).

The complete BASIC program would look like this:

10 SOUND &1C.1: SOUND &00, &0F: SOUND &1Q, &04: SOUND &08, 33: SOUND &14,1

It all goes well, SAM should produce a ‘normal
-
tone. And whafs more important, you're free to do

what you Bee, the computer wffl be ready for it. Try the next instruction:

BEEP 1,12

Now we con begin to manipulate the sound. Enter the foiowing commands and listen to the

changes each tine. Of course, if you have no stereo sound output, you wffl barely hear any
differences (only the last command should make any difference).

SOUND &0O, &F0 (changes the sound from left to right)

SOUND &00, &FF (mokes the sound in the middle)
SOUND &QO, &88 (makes it less loud)

Lets add the following Sne to our program:

20 FOR N=0 TO 15: SOUND &00, N+16* (15-N): PAUSE 10: tCXT N

After RUNning this piece, the tone wffl "waft" from left to right, achieved by just changing one single

register for generator 0! Of course its possible to alter the frequency too:

SOUND &08, 85 (which plays the note 4D_note D in octave 4)



SOUND &08,5 (which plays note 3B)
SOUND &08, 120 (to play a “note” somewhere between 4D# and 4E)
If you change fine 20 to:

20 FOR N=0 TO 255: SOUND &08Jt PAUSE 10: NEXT N: GO TO 20

And RUN again, weH get some sort of sren. Use o step vdue (for example 8) to make H sweep
faster. ESCAPE the above program, delete line 20 and RUN the program agaia The next instruction
wiB play the tone one octave lower (ie_ octave 3):

SOUND &10, 03 .end try this too: BEEP 1,0

tf you add the next 2 fines the sound-chip wffl produce all th notes from octave 0 through to octave

20 FOR N=0 TO 7: RESTORE- FOR M=1 TO 12: READ NOOT: SOUND &10 N: SOUND &08, NOOT-
PAUSE 25: t£XT M: tCXT N
30 DATA 5, 33, 60, 85, 109, 132, 153, 173, 192, 210, 227, 243

If we want to use generator 3 for something worthwhile too, we have to dupficate what we've done
for generator 0 and use this on generator 3. This means the volume setting, the mix register, the
frequency and the octave settings. Remember that setting generator 3 to produce a tone, wffl also
update the tone-mix setting for aB the other generators! Type NEW and enter the next fete to also
play a 5C note on generator 3:

10 SOUND &1C,1: SOUND &00, &FF: SOUND &03, &FF: SOUND &10, &04 : SOUND &11, &50-

SOUND &08, 33: SOUND &0B, 33: SOUND &14, BINIO 01

After a decent RUN, yoi/B hear a chord of 4C and 5C. To alter generator 3 from just a tone to tone
AND noise use:

SOUND &15. BIN1000

If you want just noise on generator 3 set bit 3 in the tone mix register (&14) TO 0, but take care
that bit 0 stays high otherwise generator 0 wffl cease to produce a tone. The next instruction wi, in

short, produce noise on generator 3 and tone on generator 0:

SOUtffi &14,1

The frequency of the noise can be altered with one of the foflowing values for register &16: &00,
&10, &20, or &30. This last option is the most interesting. If you use it you wffl notice that the
frequency of the noise is very tow (more of a jet filter than of a mountain stream). But if you also
change the frequency of the generator you wffl notice that the frecpjency of the sound changes
accordingly! This effect can be used for explosions. Use tow values for octaves (3 or 4), whie
changing the volume level fast from 15 to 0. Sounds a bit fike a locomotive too. For further

information, see the SAM Coupe Technical Manual In other episodes I want to delve deeper into the
dark but noisy world of sound on the SAM Coupe, Maybe explaining how to play samples (under
interrupt), and if time alows me, to fufiy explain a music-player as used in the PD demos I've

co-written for the SAM and Spectrum. (Anyone who wants to query David over anything on SAM's
sound capabilities cm write to David via the address given below)

David GommerEn
Lodewijkdonk 5

4707 TC Roosendaal

The Netherlands
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PART 5: BUDGETS AN' EGGS DON'T

STORM [AKA The Sales Curve) were
one of the newer software houses.
They only released four games on
their own label for the Spectrum;
Silkworm was released for Virgin.

Whilst this was an impressive
sideways shoot-em-up, it was the
release of their own label that gave
Storm their best reviews. Double
Dragon 3 was the last of these
beat-em-ups to appear on the
Spectrum. Being 128k only, the
graphics were impressive but
playability was hard in places. This

?
ame was the only one to challenge
he Renegade titles in this field.
S.W.I.V. was a trememdous vertical
shoot-em-up with the feature of
having two players on screen at once,
once using a jeep, one flying a
helicopter. Graphics and sound were
exemplary, and if it wasn’t for
R-Type this would have been the best
ever shoot-em-up. Not so with St
Dragon. Whilst having great
graphics and sound, playability didn’t
seen to cut it. Finally Rodland
was in the New Zealand Story mould.
A game again with good graphics and
sound though no one would ever admit
to playing it. All of these bar S.W.I.V.
were conversions from coin-ops, and
illustrated how far Spectrum games
had come since the days of
Quicksilva’s Space Intruders.
Gargoyle Games had something in
common with Hewson in that they
never released a coin-op conversion.
That wasn’t to say that their games
suffered for it. Best known for
Arcade Adventures, Tir Na Nog,
Dun Darach and Mareport,
Gargoyle became well known for their
excellent graphics and good standards
of gameplay levels. They did release
some arcade titles with Ad Astra
being the first. Sweevo became a
favourite in his Knight Lore clone,
Sweevos World and
Hydrofool. 128k owners should
check out Sweevos Whirled.
Light Force was a full colour
shoot-em-up, and Shockway





beat-em-ups that all looked alike. My 1
favourite BB release (and yes, I am t
biased) was Snare. Taking the c
Boulderdash idea and crossing it with t
Pengo, the lads at ESD had a' bit of a t

winner. ]

Players Software was the budget c
arm of Interceptor Micros (Jewel Of c
Babylon, Arabian Nights, et al). They p
had some success with games based s

around Joe Blade, 'a trio of C
arcade adventures with a subtle link p
to the Renegade genre. Players did C
release some stunners. The Serf’s a
Tale was one of the best budget h
adventures and Denizen was f
another great arcade adventure. On c
the Piauers Premire label you could s
find The Race which was a good v

And now the moment you’ve all been c
waiting for, and I've been dreading. Do i.

I have to do this..oh well, f
Codemasters are probably the only <.

budget software house to touch Ocean f
and U.S. Sold for world domination e
status. Whilst not touching c
re-releases, the lads (and lasses) t
from Lemington Spa have qiven
gameplayers some of the best titles i,

around. Mu personal favourites are t
based on Seymonr, a round little h
fellow not unlike an e..No! His d
adventures in Seymonr Saves n
the World and Sgt ISeymouri Robotcop added life T
to Bombjack and Pengo respectfully.
He also appeared in a series of 1
arcade adventures all of which are 2
very good such as Seymonr 5Goes To Hollywood. A
Codemasters also became infamous for 5
their simulator titles. From 6Advanced Pinball Sim to 1
Rally Cross Sim, there seemed 8
to be an endless queue of such titles. 9
Most were quite good with some of (I

the better ones appearing on the II

Codemasters Plus label. Fulfilling the
same Job as Mastertronic’s MAD label U
and Player’s Premire, these often G
added a couple of pounds to the price o
whilst still trying to be budget game R
labels. C
Codemaster's Quatro range had four c
games all in one package for a pocket w
money price, much like U.S. Gold’s J

81 UNDERWUR^DE (Ultimate)
9j INTERNATIONAL MATCHDAY

SojMoilTY MOLE (Gremlin)

With thanks to Darren Blackburn, Phil
Glover, Steve Berry, the ex-Publishers
of Crash, YS, SU, PCW, NCExpress,
Ringwood Brewery, Red Mountain
Coffee and my family, all of whom I

couldn’t have finished this feature
without. Cheers. (C) 1994/5 ZAT and
Jon Rose.



THE SAffl column

I

quiet when It comes to computing (or
any work related activity] as most of
us take time out to pursue other

I

things-, go on holiday, do a spot of
gardening, watch England lose another
international cricket match... But

must comment on the PAW conversion
In more depth. The main person involved
in this monumental task is Martyn
Groen from Holland. Rumours and
stories about this conversion have been

nobody seems to have told many of the
people connected with the SAM.
Summer 1994 was quite busy for SAM
programmers which lead to some very
interesting developments on many
levels.

One of the best venues to go to to
learn what's new in the SAM scene is

the bi-annual Gloucester SAM and
Spectrum User Fair. I couldn’t attend
tne one back in October as I’d promised
myself a visit to the Adventurers’
Convention In Birmingham held on the
same day. Although not as big an event
in the SAM calendar as the Gloucester
show, the Adventurer's Convention is a
good alternative show to go to as
there's equal opportunity to find out
what's going on In the SAM world. The
1994 event was very good. Although
there weren't record-breaking numbers
in attendance, there seemed to be a
more impressive range of computers
than usual. I took my SAM and monitor
along and met up with fellow SAM
owners such as Phil Powell, David

circulating for quite a while, but I’ve I
had a sneaky look at some of the I
progress that's bean made. The 48k I

I

Munden (author of Occult Connection],
David Hatre (True Faith] and Garetn
Pitchford (Tax Returns). We were lucky
enough to see a playable version of
SMUGGLER'S HAUNT: David Haire’s new

I

SAM adventure, which should be worth
waiting for.

. conversion is nearing completion,
1 barring major programming problems,
i and even a 128k version may be
i
'
possible. This will entail far more work
and study, so don’t expect quick
results.

3 The best news of Martyn's work with
3 PAW Is that he’s found an easy way of
I converting both 48k and 128k PAW
i games onto SAM disk. Yes! You read
1 that correctly! SAM can now run
’ Spectrum 128k PAW games and
i save/load via disk. This alone Is the
t best SAM news I’ve heard for months
- and I’ve already started to dig out my
a Spectrum PAW tapes for conversion,
s I've already converted 128k versions of
t PENDANT OF LOGRYN, AXE OF K0LT.
; THE BEAST and STALKER with 1002!
3 success. Great stuff! I hope the
s revamped version of PAW, or just the
3 game conversion routines, are available
s before too long.

1 EXTREME is a newish SAM disk
1 magazine from Alec Carswell. Alec has
, been responsible for numerous SAM and
3 Spectrum ventures in the past with
t varying success. EXTREME is a welcome
f addition to the selection of SAM disk
> magazines although it has several rough
3 edges and some of the game software
doesn't play very smoothly. I’m sure
the quality will Improve as Alec gains

s more experience. Alec is also Involved
3 with the PAW conversion, and may
. even market It for Martyn. but time
3 will tell.

< SAM2SAM disk magazine is still

i progressing nicely, still in double-disk
I form. Rob Clayton Is currently doing all

3 the copying of the magazine, as John
t Teare's having problems with his
t drive. [Ah, the joys of disk duplicating!]
I For E2.00 per Issue, SAM2SAM Is

n
a:

t-



excellent value, and they don’t mind
anyone knocking their footballing
featurs. I’m sure both Rob and John
will be amoung the first to try out the
new FRED release, Football Manager, as
both are great football fans.

I was delighted to receive two disks
from Steve ’Softbear’ Vavra of KAPSA
in the Czech Republic. KAPSA publishes
a very good SAM disk magazine,
albeit mainly in Czech. One of Steve's
disks was entitled THE BEST OF KAPSA
(issues 1 to 5) and has been
written for the English-speaking SAM
user. Some of the translating is a
bit iffy, but 1 can’t comment, having
failed French 0-level three times.
BEST OF KAPSA is worth getting, and
is being released as a Pu disk. I’m
sending out a few copies to a few
people, and I trust they'll run off a
few copies to pass around. If anyone
woud like a copy, please send me a
blank, formatted disk and an S.A.E.
and I’ll copy it for you. The KAPSA
team seem very enthusiastic, although
relatively low wages in the Czech
Republic make SAM commercial
software very expensive Indeed. They’d ,

like to hear from any other SAM i

users, expecially If they have PD disks l

and programs to swap with them. i

My commitment to SAM has increased '

in very tangible ways, as I've bouqht e i

second SAM from SAM SUPPLEMENT. I

The SAM SUP bunch have a source of .

cheap SAM and SAM spares that are i

too tempting to ignore. A factory-fresh <

SAM costs £40.00 (including mainland i

postage] but they have no drives, an I

old Rum and onfy 256k memory. I’ve
already upped my SAM number 2 to I

512k and installed a slot-ln drive, and i

a new ROM is due soon. As well as i

lashing out on another SAM, I’ve just i

bought a Canon BJ 200 printer. If \

you re unlucky enough to receive a I

fitter from me, It may be just as l

boring as aver, but It’ll look a lot f

better! All I have to do now is work (

out how to alter ail the various printer «
codes for my SAM word processors.. 1

Well that is all from me for this Issue, I

FANZINES SHUTTING SHOP
ZAT Isn’t the only fanzine doing a
vanishing act. Steve Pick’s SAM DISK
ceases as of Issue 16, due In March.
Steve Is planning to concentrate on his
College work, though he will be flexing
his artistic muscles for a number of
projects far Phoenix, Zedd Soft as
well as Atomlk Software. Adventure
game line, SPELLUNKER has also
ceased trading though reasons for the
closure aren't clear. Brian Watson has
Informed ZAT that Issue 4 of 8-BIT
MART will be the last to bear this
title, as the zine will be concentrating
more on articles, than advertising. The
re-vamped zine wHI be called 8-BTT.

SAM SOFTWARE AHOYI
A gaggle-load of new ware wHI soon
see the light In time for the next
Gloucester gathering. AMALTHEA
nears completion and is expected to be
the bast SAM shoot-am-up since
Sphere with wonderful slde-on

^ihics by Picasso; adding to the 3
s’ eye view levels provided by

Jupiter Software. The game Is
expected to sell for £6.00. A number
of Super Bomberman clones are on
their wayi Jupiter’s MEGABLAST goes
head to head with Zedd Soft’s
TIMEBOMB. Zedd Soft have acquired
the rights to produce a SAM version
of Dave Jones' classic SPELLBOUND;
part of the Magic Knight series of 3d
arcade adventures. If the title sells
well, others In the aeries, such as
Knlghtyme and Stormbrlngtr may also
be converted.
Phoenix's latest offering Is a sand-up
of Lemmings called BOBBINGS which
as you might suspect has a teneus link
to a certain Editor of Format. The
development of MANIC MANSION is on
the go again. The final game Is

expected to feature
,
over IDE) levels.

However to ensure this Isn't a dlract
conversion of the 2 Jet Set Willy
games (CONTINUED ON PAGE )



Continued from Page ) David Ledbury
is again asking for users to provide
ideas for puzzles. Likewise, there's
also a plat for level ideas for a
planned follow-up to SAM Manic Miner
provisionally called SAM MANIC MINER:
THE LOWER CAVERNS. Forward all

ideas to PSS/SAM PRIME.

Atomik Software have two
’,

biggi&5"linad up. To celebrate 5 years
of SAM computing, there's the
mammoth SAM ENCYCLOPEDIA which
win chart every bit of software,
hardware, zine, etc that has

levels of 16 colour graphics and music.
A preview of both products appears In

SAM DISK 16.
After the success of True Faith, David
Halra’s next game, SMUKaLER'S
HAUNT is expected sometime in

Spring, 1995

A FEW MORE TITBITS..

Steve Nutting is developing a version
of SC-WORB Pro to work with any
9-pin Dot Matrix Printer. New fonts
for the BJ version are expected to
appear at the Gloucester show.
Rumours are rife that an Improved
SAM sound interface is In development.
The specs include another 64 channels,
giving 32-bit, CD quality sound!

SPECTRUM EURO-NEWS
By Thomas Eberle

Portugal’s most famous user, Eurico
Covas, has recently returned to his
native land after studying in London
for 1 year. Eurico is eager to continue
using his skills for the Spectrum +3
scene and will be resuming his
presidency of one of the largest
Spectrum user networks around with
members from all corners of the globe.
If you want to contact him, write toi
Eurico Oscar Covas, Rua das Milheiras,
Lote 1, R/c Directo, 2080 Almeirim,
Portugal.
Danish zine, Sinclair Freakeren, which
was mentioned in ZAT 27, is in danger
of disappearing due to lack of
contributions (A condition that most
Spectrum zines frequently experience
DB), as indicated in a letter to me
from Editor Leif Mortensen. I hope
users will rally to Sinclair Freakeren’s
aid.

The gap in the Romanian fanzine
market due to the closure of the
Hobbit has been filled bu new zine,
RAMTOP. RAMTOP does cater for the
Spectrum but also for other computer
formats, notably the Amiga and PC.
One review that caught my eye was a
review of a Spectrum version of
Domark's Prince of Persia. Where is it!

The U.K.’s latest Spectrum and SAM
zine is Mark Sturdy’s CRASHED which
has reached issue 3 despite delays.

Ledbury! A copy of issue 3, price
£1.00 for 14 pages can be obtained
from M. Sturdy, Pear Tree Cottage,
North Deighton, Weatherby, West
Yorkshire, LS22 4EN
Now for some more information on the
new disc interface from the Czech
Republic, the MB 02 which I mentioned
last time. You can use the MB 02 to
format High Density discs to 1.857,
536 butes (83 tracks); but unlike the
+D, it'll do this often time-consuming
task very quickly indeed. The interface
will allow users to copy multi-load
programs to disc (inc headerless files
with simple Copy commands), and load
files from disc or tape. It comes with
a roomy 128k SRAM, 3V power supply,
improved BASIC, DOS and BIOS. You can
use the SRAM to emuiate other ROM’s,
such as with snapshot options.
Software has been already written for
the MB 02. Titles include a +D/Opus
to MB 02 file convertor, word
processor, database and a few games.
The interface isn’t cheap to buy at
£100 Sterling, but the price does
include the power supply, cables, a
selection of software and full
instructions. It will be available in
March from Sintech,

And speaking of Sintech, the software
arm of my user-group here in Sermany,
I’ve been able to acquired the rights
to distribute the majority of existing
Spectrum software, from games, PD
ware, plus future hardware releases
from the Czechs as well as Sintech
products like Tango. The current best
seller is the CD Game Pack.
Compilation sets are also proving to
be popular buys.
Most games cost around £3.00 plus
postage. I’ve put together a catalogue
of what I have in stock. You can get a
copy via SINTECH, 23, 70794,
Filderstadt, Germany. That’s all. Bye.
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EDITORIAL
No, this isn’t a hoax. This is the last,

100Z produced issue of ZAT from me
on my SAM Coupe in Telford.

It’s been six fun filled years doing
ZAT. There have been the odd
low-points (see my Soapbox bit) but
these have been out-matched by the
sheer amount of good will (and
freebies) that I and the ZAT crew
(past and present) have received from
readers, services, and users throughout
the U.K. and Europe.
I don’t think I’ll dwell on my reasons
for curtailing ZAT; I’ve mentioned them
in several Editorials already, and
besides I don’t want to burden you all

with my ills. I can stress that my
support for the SAM and Spectrum
hasn’t diminished in any way. I’ll still

be doing the quarterly newsletter for
the IEBA, and no doubt you’ll see my
name crop up in one or two other
zines, either as cover artist, or
occasional contributor. But the days of
typing up articles, pasting layouts, and
distributing issues of ZAT are over.
Finito! Ka-Putl! But is this the end of
ZAT itself?

Well, maybe

After I announced my intent to stop
producing ZAT back at the last
Gloucester Show, there has been some
activity by fellow SAM/Spectrum users
to salvage ZAT from the abyss. The
idea of a co-produced ZAT has been
controversial; a few, loyal ZAT readers
and one or two contributors, expressed
their fears over such a move. But to
be honest with the way things are,
co-production is the only way forward,
and lets face it I’m sure most of you
would not like to see ZAT vanish for

g
ood.
o, who is behind the salvage

operation? Well, surprise, surprise (as
Cilia Black would no doubt say if she
was a ZAT reader), none other than
David Ledbury, ZAT’s original creator
along with members of the SAM PRIME
team. The proposed plan goes
something like this.

Prime have offered to take on the
production aspect of ZAT as well as

distribution. This would suit me as it

would leave me time to concentrate on
my other commitments. But there will
be a few, major changes.

Firstly the proposed "new" ZAT would
be Spectrum specific; SAM Coupe stuff
would be transfered into Prime. The
new ZAT would be available for
Spectrum users to buy on its own, or
with Prime. ZAT 2 (provisional title)

would be about 20 pages in length,
thus if bought with Prime, duel-users
could end up with a 50 page,
bi-monthly zine.

But the launch of ZAT mark 2 mainly
depends on two things. As some ZAT
writers have moved on, the new zine
needs new blood. It needs reviewers,
programmers, you name it, it needs it.

As you’ve read in the news bit, some
other zines have closed down
completely. David and I are approaching
the writers of these zines to see if

they are interested in contributing to
ZAT 2. But that doesn’t leave you off
the hook. One thing that has
constantly been a bit of a set-back
when doing ZAT has been the lack of
reader input. Out of the 3,000 odd
letters I’ve received since ZAT 1 came
out, only 50 have been used for letter
pages, sections, etc. I tend to only
near from most when subscription
expires. Often I don’t get any full

indication of how good, or bad ZAT is

doing. So I hope ZAT 2 doesn better in
this area. It doesn’t matter if you’re
English is bad; if you can write a
school essay of 300 words then you’ll

easily able of reviewing your favourite,
or most hated Spectrum product. Try
it, you may like it!

The other thing ZAT 2 will need is a
new Editor! I don’t wish to edit the
new ZAT, though I may act in a
advisory capacity. As ZAT 2 is going
to be Spectrum specific, it’s best that
its team consists of die-hard
Spectrum fanatics. I’ve mentioned one
or two names to David. Current
favourite is Mat Beal of FISH, but
nothing is defined.

Even if you’re not interested in



writing, or being an Editor, there’s
another vital service you can do. We
want ZAT 2 to be the most 100Z
supportive Spectrum zine created. If

you have an idea for a utility that
needs a easy-to-undertand tutorial,
write in. Should ZAT 2 cover more of
the European scene? And how should
ZAT 2 be written? Critics have
described ZAT as dull. Should ZAT 2
follow the likes of Crash and Y.S?
Write in and tell us. So, that’s the
plan. It all depends on support. If

sufficient support is generated, then
ZAT 2 could see print by mid 1995.

If not....

Of course this news will alarm those
readers who have recently joined ZAT.
So before I depart, let me tackle this
matter. 1 can offer those readers the
following options. A refund of money
owed for issues that you won’t receive
(This is for issues 29 and 30, total
sum £2.50). Alternatively, readers can
receive the same amount in back
issues. I have copies of issues
2,8,9,13,15 and 16 available. David has
offered ZAT SAM users a discount off
the current Prime rate, or a mini-sub
to the zine if you’ve never read an
issue before. Or maybe you’d like to
join the IEBA? Whatever you choose.
I’m happy to oblige but I’ll need to
hear from you by April 31st. And can I

add that it will take time to organise
matters but I do intend to get through
all enquiries by April 31st. Of course
should ZAT 2 go ahead, outstanding
subscriptions would be tacked onto a
ZAT 2 subscription.

PHOENIX SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

Set up in 1992, PSS is a major force
in the SAM Coupe scene.

°.'*n uniqM6 magazine,
SAM PRIME* A bi-monthly paper zine
with disk, which has contributions
from many top SAM Coupe names;
Simon Cooke, David Gommeren, and
many more, issues cost £1.50 without
disk, or £3.00 with disk! Enquire about
subscription rates.

PSS sells a wide-range of SAM Coupe
software and hardware at the best
prices around. Here’s a selectioni

HARDWARE: 256K RAM UPGRADE

bSe ’alpha JOTSTOK
R
g>LrmS

To close, I’ll again thank all the varied
services that have supported ZAT, but
most of all I want to thank all the
SAM/Spectrum users who have decided
to spend their pocket money on ZAT
and as such have kept the zine going
for such a long time. Without your
support, ZAT would have dried-up a
very long time ago. I hope similiar
support will be given to ZAT 2 and
that we meet again as soon as
possible. Stay well.

DARREN BLACKBURN '

EDITOR 1992- March 1995

This issue is dedicated to David,
Martin, Mick, Polly, and some artist
bloke wno founded ZAT circa 1989.
6.3 years; not bad for a dull fanzine,
eh Your Sinclair!

£7SH BYAfflC £9&'"ESCAPE1%0MTHE PLANET OF THE ROBOT
MONSTERS £7.50, EXODUS £&GG,
RKOVER-E £HL LOGICAL 11m
SOUND MACHINE £9.9S-plne many
more titles available. For a full list,we have a FREE CATALOGUE

PSS, along with ENTROPY, ROOKSOFT,
etc, are also developing new software
and hardware for the SAM Coupe user
of the future. Amoung the latest
developments is MiDGET; the first SAM
specific video digitiser, HominPROM; A
revised SAM ROM system, and
RECOVER-E; the sam disk repair kit. A
number of games and utilities are also
in develooemt, some of which will be
previewed at future SAM AND
SPECTRUM USER SHOWS in Gloucester.

SPECIAL OFFER!

ZAT 28 readers with outstanding
subscriptions can gain two-issues of
SAM PRIME without disk, or one with
disk to make up their ZAT sub if they
write in today!
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PD POWER is the name of our 32 page magazine, aimed mostly

at the Spectrum user, but with articles for the Coupe enthusiast.

There is a techy page by Extacy-3, features, PD software reviews,

PD news, general news pages, +3 column, hardware column,

letters pages, utility pages, commercial advertisers, business round

up page and a column by Linda Barker fex-"YS" editor) for our

club page. IEBA members can buy single copies for £1.70

(cheques payable to M.Sherwood).

Prism PD
receives software

from all over the VU
for an example

software pack (tape or+D)

JPayable to "M. Sherwood".


